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Global profiling of AMG510 modified proteins
identified tumor suppressor KEAP1 as an off-target

Yini Wang,1,5 Bowen Zhong,1,5 Caixia Xu,1 Dongdong Zhan,1 Songhao Zhao,2 Hongxing Wu,3 Mingwei Liu,1

Xiaoling Lan,4 Danni Cai,4 Qian Ding,4 Biao Zheng,4 Jiong Lan,4 Qiang Lv,4 Yi Wang,1 and Jun Qin1,6,*

SUMMARY

KRAS inhibitor AMG510 covalently modifies the G12C residue and inactivates
the KRAS/G12C function. Because there are many reactive cysteines in the prote-
ome, it is important to characterize AMG510 on-target modification and off-tar-
gets. Here, we presented a streamlined workflow tomeasure abundant AMG510
modified peptides including that of KRAS/G12C by direct profiling, and a pan-
AMG510 antibody peptide IP workflow to profile less abundant AMG510 off-tar-
gets. We identified over 300 off-target sites with three distinct kinetic patterns,
expanding the AMG510 modified proteome involved in the nucleocytoplasmic
transport, response to oxidative stress, adaptive immune system, and glycolysis.
We found that AMG510 covalently modified cys339 of ALDOA and inhibited its
enzyme activity. Moreover, AMG510 modified KEAP1 cys288 and induced
NRF2 accumulation in the nuclear of NSCLC cells independent of KRAS/G12Cmu-
tation. Our study provides a comprehensive resource of protein off-targets of
AMG510 and elucidates potential toxicological sideeffects for this covalent
KRASG12C inhibitor.

INTRODUCTION

KRAS is one of themost frequently mutated oncogenes.1–4 Efforts to develop drugs to inhibit KRAS have been

largely unsuccessful because of the lack of a clear binding pocket.5 Recently, a class of drugs have been devel-

oped that covalently and irreversibly modify the KRAS/G12C at the cysteine 12 residue. These small molecules

occupy a pocket in the switch II region (SIIP) when KRAS/G12C in its inactive GDP-bound conformation, and

inhibit the KRAS oncogenic signaling and elicit anti-tumor response in tumor models.6–8 These new drugs

include ARS853,9,10 1_AM,11 ARS1620,8 MRTX849 (adagrasib)7 and AMG510 (sotorasib).6,12 AMG510 and

MRTX849 have been shown to potently suppress cell and xenograft tumor growth with half-maximal growth

inhibitory concentration (IC50) in the low nanomolar range. An interactionwithHis95 groove in the helix 2 of the

KRAS/G12C is reported to enhance their potency of inhibition.13 So far, both sotorasib and adagrasib showed

promising anticancer activity in patients with KRAS/G12C mutated non–small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), and

sotorasib has been approved by FDA for the treatment of adult patients with KRAS/G12C-mutated locally

advanced or metastatic NSCLC.14–16 However, despite the durable clinical benefits with KRAS/G12C mutant

tumors, side effects such as diarrhea, anemia, liver enzyme abnormalities or QT prolongation have been re-

ported for patients treated with sotorasib and adagrasib.12,15,16

Co-occurring mutations have the potential to alter the prognosis of KRASi treatment.16 Among the KRAS/

G12C mutant NSCLC patients, co-occurring mutations were identified primarily with tumor suppressor

drivers TP53 (35%), STK11 (31%) and KEAP1 (23%).17 Furthermore, advanced NSCLC patients with co-mu-

tation of KRAS and KEAP1 have shorter duration on chemotherapy and overall survival in immunotherapy

compared with only KRAS-mutant patients.18 Exploratory analyses for both sotorasib and adagrasib have

analyzed the impact of co-occurring alterations on efficacy. For sotorasib, KEAP1 wild-type patients re-

ported an ORR of 44% whereas those with KEAP1-mutated had an ORR of 20%.16 Adagrasib also exhibited

a lower ORR in the KEAP1 mutant patients compared with the wild-type subgroup (36% versus 48%).15 All

this suggested that KEAP1 mutation (loss of function) had negative impact on survival and immunotherapy

efficacy in the KRAS/G12C mutant subgroup. The activity of KEAP1 was also switched off when the oxida-

tive and electrophilic stresses occur.19 This KEAP1 loss was because of the direct covalent modification of

electrophilic to the abundant cysteine residues of KEAP1.
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Characterization of off-targets is always desirable and is particularly more urgent for covalent inhibitors tar-

geting Cys residues because they often provide the crucial functionalities for proteins.20,21 Activity-based

protein profiling (ABPP) is a frequently used chemical proteomics method for screening drug on/off tar-

gets,22,23 and has been applied to several covalent kinase inhibitors, including ibrutinib, PF-6274484,

and osimertinib.24,25 A similar chemical proteomics approach has been used to characterize the target

spectra of 243 clinical kinase inhibitors (kinobeads), which not only facilitated their repurposing, but also

revealed the undesired side effects.26,27 Because the ABPP method typically requires the modification of

the drug, whichmay alter the drug property, it may give rise to false-positive or false-negative identification

of the original drug targets. Modification-free methods, e.g., thermal proteome profiling (TPP)28,29 and sol-

vent-induced protein precipitation (SIP),30 which can avoid such complications, have been used for both

covalent and noncovalent inhibitors such as TNP-470, staurosporine, ouabain, and dasatinib.31,32 However,

these indirect characterization methods are often cumbersome and time-consuming, which requires sub-

stantial MS machine time. Off-targets of the KRAS inhibitor ARS-853, ARS-1620, and AMG510 have been

studied previously using the desthiobiotin-IAA probe. This approach measured the decreased intensities

of the desthiobiotin-IAA modified peptides after the inhibitor treatment, and has identified a few off-tar-

gets.6,8,10 This is an indirect measurement method that relies on the negative information (decreased

IAA modifications) to infer modifications by the inhibitors.

Here we present a direct measurement workflow to characterize the AMG510 modifications and also

develop a pan anti-AMG510 antibody to enrich the AMG510 modified peptides, allowing for global

profiling of AMG510 off-targets. We identified a total of high confident 294 distinct AMG510 modified cys-

teines in H358 cells, and 62/174 AMG510 covalent bound cysteines in MIAPaca-2 CDX tumor/heart tissues.

AMG510 can covalently modify protein targets to modulate the nuclear cytoplasmic transport, cell redox

homeostasis, and glycolysis pathways. Specifically, we discovered that the AMG510 modification on

cysteine 288 of KEAP1 might impair the KEAP1 activity and this might induce the nuclear accumulation

of NRF2. Our study would provide a comprehensive resource for studying the anti-tumor function of

AMG510 independent of KRAS signaling pathway and the pan anti-AMG510 antibody would serve as a

potent tool for the drug development in future.

RESULTS

Validation of a direct measurement assay for KRAS/G12C AMG510 covalent modification

We first established a method to quantify the AMG510 modification of KRAS/G12C by using a synthetic

tryptic peptide containing G12C (LVVVGACGVGK*, *denote heavy isotope). AMG510 was incubated

in vitro with the peptide and the resulting product was measured with LC-MS/MS. Both the free

and AMG510 modified peptides were readily detected and distinguished by different retention times

(RT = 10.79 min and 20.17 min, respectively). Furthermore, MS/MS demonstrated that all fragment ions

containing the modified amino acid were mass-shifted according to the calculated mass of the AMG510

chemical formula (+560.2347 Da). These results confirmed that AMG510 modified the Cys residue in the

peptide, and that the modification was stable (Figure 1A). Using the same procedure, we validated the

Cys modification using a recombinant KRAS/G12C protein (Figure 1B). Based on these results, we set

the AMG510 modification (+560.2347 Da) at cysteine as a dynamic modification in the subsequent MS anal-

ysis to search for AMG510 modified peptides.

Direct profiling of AMG510 modified proteins in H358 cell line

We next set up an assay to directly measure AMG510 modification of KRAS/G12C and off-target modifica-

tions in cell lines. We treated the H358 cells with 2 mMAMG510 for 4 h and separated the soluble and insol-

uble protein fractions to simplify the proteome. Proteins were either in-solution digested followed by basic

pH RP-LC separation into three fractions, or fractionated by SDS gel electrophoresis, cut into three bands,

and extracted the in-gel digested peptides. LC/MS/MS was used to identify the proteins using a 75-min

HPLC gradient for each fraction.

We filtered the data as described in the STAR Methods section. Briefly, the putative AMG510-modified

peptides were first filtered with an ion-scoreR10 and PEP%0.01. Next, manual confirmation was performed

to ensure that the isotopic peaks were in agreement with the charge state and the intensity distributions of

the peptides. Finally, enough b/y fragment ions containing the AMG510-modified cysteine should be de-

tected to insure the reliability of the candidate peptides.
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As shown in Figure 2A, more than 20 AMG510 modified peptides were identified (Supplemental informa-

tion, Table S1), with the KRAS/G12C peptide being the most abundant. In addition to the two off-targets

that were identified in previous studies (RTN4 C1101 and HMOX2 C282), other off-targets were discovered

for the first time. They included enzymes (PLOD3 C691, RPE C5, SPTLC2 C99, UBE2O C370, and TK1 C3),

protein folding accessory protein (HSPD1 C237), differentiating epithelia cell markers (KRT4 C42), multi-

functional membrane-binding protein (ANXA2 C9), tumor suppressor (PCBP1 C194) and transporters

(RAE1 C106, S100A16C4, VDAC2 C91 and C225).33,34 The KRAS/G12C C12 containing peptide showed

time and dose dependence on the AMG510 treatment (Figures 2B and 2C). A comparison of our results

with previously published results is shown in Figure 2D and Supplemental information, Table S2.6,8,10,35

We conclude that direct proteomic profiling of three fractions with 75 minMS running time for each fraction

was able to identify more than twenty AMG510 modified proteins.

Affinity profiling of AMG510 modified peptides in H358 cells using a pan anti-AMG510

antibody

To develop a more sensitive method that also requires less sample manipulation, we generated a poly-

clonal antibody targeting the AMG510 chemical moiety (pan anti-AMG510 antibody) and immobilized it

on protein-A agarose beads to enrich AMG510 modified tryptic peptides. The pan anti-AMG510 antibody

recognized the AMG510 modified peptide, but not MRTX849 modified and unmodified peptides although

MRTX849 shares a similar covalent warhead with AMG510. (Figure 3A).

We carried out peptide IPs using tryptic peptides obtained from H358 cells treated with AMG510 for 4 h,

and analyzed the eluted peptides with a 75-min single shot LC-MS/MS runs. Using the stringent criteria

Figure 1. Mass spectrometric identification and verification of an AMG510 covalently modified peptide from

KRAS/G12C protein

(A) MS/MS spectrum of the triply charged synthetic peptide (LVVVGACGVGK*, *denote heavy isotope) covalently

modified by AMG510 (left) and the extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) showing the retention times of free and modified

peptides (right). Inset shows the precursor ion mass.

(B) MS/MS spectrum of the AMG510-modified LVVVGACGVGK from trypsin digested recombinant KRAS/G12C protein

(left) and XICs of the free and modified peptides (right).
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described above, we identified on average 190 AMG510 modified peptides in a single peptide IP and a

total of 274 AMG510-modified peptides on 233 proteins with >70% overlap in three replicates. (Supple-

mental information, Table S3). (Figure 3B). Moreover, an average square of Pearson correlation coefficient

of 0.96 in peptide intensity was achieved between biological replicates, suggesting that the peptide-IP

approach was highly reproducible (Figure 3C). The dynamic range of the modified peptide intensities

was spanning approximately 3 orders of magnitude (6e6-1e9) with 4 h treatment (Figure 3D). Subcellular

location of these off-targets proteins by Metascape revealed that the majority of them are cytoplasmic

and nuclear proteins (Figure 3E). To investigate whether the pan-AMG510 antibody has sequence prefer-

ence, we analyzed the amino acid sequences surrounding the modified cysteine sites to identify overrep-

resented sequence motifs using iceLogo.36 The analysis did not yield any enriched sequence motifs in the

flanking sequences (Figure 3F), suggesting that the pan anti-AMG510 antibody is insensitive to the amino

acid sequences in the vicinity of the modified cysteine and may be highly specific to the AMG510 chemical

moiety. In conclusion, the workflow using a pan-AMG510 antibody peptide IP allowed the identification of

low abundant off-targets.

Charting a temporal profile of the off-targets on AMG510 treatment

To investigate the kinetics of AMG510 modification, we performed temporal AMG510 off-target profiling

at various times (0, 30 min, 60 min, 120 min, 180 min and 240 min). We selected only off-targets that were

detected in at least 3 out of 6 time points and appeared in at least 3 consecutive time points. We used the

resulting 185 off-targets to carry out the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering analysis (Supplemental informa-

tion, Table S4). Three distinct kinetic patterns were evident (Figure 4A). Cluster 1 contained the majority

(38%) of the off-targets and showed a marked increase throughout the 240-min time course. This cluster

contained nuclear exportins which transport protein (CSE1L) and RNA (RAE1 and XPO5) from nucleus

Figure 2. Summary of the AMG510 modified proteins by direct profiling

(A) AMG510 modified peptides with specific cysteine sites identified by direct profiling procedures: SDS-PAGE followed by in-gel digestion (In-Gel) or in-

solution digestion followed by basic pH RP-LC (sRP). Two biological replicates are shown. Intensities are shown in log10 transformed AMG510 modified

peptides areas.

(B) The time-dependence of the AMG510 modified KRAS/G12C peptide. The y axis on the left shows the intensity and the y axis on the right indicates the

calculated target occupancy.

(C) The dose-dependence of the AMG510 modified KRAS/G12C peptide.

(D) A comparison of our method with previous studies on the number of off-targets modified by different covalent KRAS inhibitors.
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into cytoplasm; subunits of nuclear pore complex (NUP93, NUP98, NUP153, and NUP155) which facilitate

this translocation process. The oxidoreductases (CYP1B1 and HMOX2) and a substrate adaptor of E3 ligase

(KEAP1) that degrades the master regulator of anti-oxidant and stress, NRF2, were also identified in this

cluster, suggesting the AMG510 may impact the oxidative stress response (Figure 4B). Cluster 2 showed

an early and pronounced increase throughout the first 180 min and then remained unchanged. Cluster 2

included the target protein KRAS/G12C and its downstream effectors, including ROCK2, PI3KCA, and

RICTOR, and other components in receptor tyrosine kinases signaling (JUP, PXN) and glycolysis enzymes

(PKM, TPI1). Moreover, this cluster also contained proteins in the adaptive immune systems, including the

immunoproteasome PSME2 that is required for efficient antigen processing, purine metabolism regulator

AMPD2, and UBA6 that not only activates ubiquitin but also the leukocyte antigen F-associated transcript

Figure 3. Enrichment and quantification of AMG510 modified peptides by using a pan anti-AMG510 antibody

(A) Dot blot assay of the pan anti-AMG510 antibody on the unmodified LVVVGACGVGK peptide, or modified on the

Cys12 by MRTX849 or AMG510. 100 ng of peptides or 10X serial diluted peptides were spotted on nitrocellulose

membrane and detected with chemiluminescence.

(B) A Venn diagram showing the reproducibility of the peptide-IP profiling of AMG510 modification sites in three

biological replicates.

(C) Scatterplots showing the Pearson correlation coefficients of modified peptide intensities between any two biological

replicates on a log2 scale.

(D) Packcircles plot of peptide intensities of the off-targets identified in H358 cells treated with 2 mM AMG510 for 4h. The

area of the circle and the color represents the relative intensities of each modified peptides.

(E) Bioinformatics analysis of the prominent 197 AMG510 covalent protein targets in terms of cellular location.

(F) The amino acid sequences flanking the AMG510 modified cysteine residue of the off-targets identified in (B) were

analyzed by iceLogo.
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10 (FAT10).37–39 Furthermore, an immune checkpoint protein, ADAR, that is important for cancer immuno-

therapy was also found in cluster 2. These immune-related off-targets suggest possible complex effects on

immunotherapy.40 Cluster 3 showed a rapid increase that reached maximum at 180 min, followed by a

sharp decline. This cluster contained proteins involved in regulation of adaptive immune system, including

MHC molecules HLA-A, proteasomal components PSME1, and E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase RNF213. Five

glycolysis regulators, including ALDOA, GAPDH, PGK1, PKM, and LDHB were also classified to cluster 3.

Another nuclear transporter KPNA4, which recognizes NLSs and docks NLS-containing proteins to the nu-

clear pore complex,41 was also identified in cluster 3. Taken together, these time course results led us to

propose that AMG510 off-targets may impact biological processes of nucleocytoplasmic transport, oxida-

tive stress response, immune response, and glycolysis.

Figure 4. Temporal profiles of the off-targets identified in H358 cells

(A) The 185 AMG510 off-targets are classified into 3 clusters based on the distinct kinetics of its members.

(B) Heatmap of 45 differentially modified AMG510 off-targets identified in (A) and their associated biological pathways.
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Identification of AMG510 off-targets in CDX tissues

We next investigated whether the approach could identify off-targets in the MIAPaCa-2 CDX mouse tissues.

The mice were treated with AMG510 at an orally dose of 10 mg/kg, which produced partially blockade of tu-

mor growth in the MIAPaCa-2 CDX. A total of 62 off-targets were identified in the CDX tumor tissue following

the peptide IP (Figure 5A and Supplemental information, Table S5). Pathway enrichment analysis using Meta-

scape showed that glycolysis and gluconeogenesis (Log(q-value) = �8.87), heterocycle catabolic process

(Log(q-value) = �7.42), and neutrophil degranulation (Log(q-value) = �6) are the most significantly enriched

groups, indicating a possible modulation of immune response and glycolysis by AMG510 (Figure 5B).

Two acrylamide-based drugs, osimertinib and MRTX849, have been reported to induce unanticipated

cardiotoxicity which becomes evident only after long-term accumulation of the drugs.42,43 To investigate

off-targets of AMG510 in the heart tissue, we performed peptide-IP and identified 186 modified peptides

(Figure 5C and Supplemental information, Table S6). Pyruvate metabolism and citric acid (TCA) cycle

(Log(q-value) = �7.72), cofactor metabolic process (Log(q-value) = �7.72), and muscle system process

(Log(q-value) = �5.83) were the most significantly enriched groups (Figure 5D). These off-targets sug-

gested that AMG510 may impact the TCA cycle and possibly the cardiac functions.

Potential pharmacological or toxicological effects of the off-targets

The above results showed that several key enzymes in the glycolysis pathway, including ALDOA, TPI1,

GAPDH, PGK1, PGAM1, ENO1, PKM, and LDHB (Figure 6A), were modified by AMG510. ALDOA is located

Figure 5. AMG510 off-targets identified in tissues of MIAPaCa-2 derived tumor xenograft

Packcircles plot of intensities of off-targets from tumor (A) and heart tissue (C). The enriched pathways of the off-targets from tumor (B) and heart tissue

(D) obtained from Metascape.
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at the most upstream position in the glycolysis cascade, and plays an essential function. We first confirmed

that Cys339 was also endogenously modified by AMG510 in H358 cells (Supplemental information, Fig-

ure S1). ALDOA Cys339 was previously found to be modified by itaconate that led to impaired glycolytic

flux, suggesting that this cysteine is functionally important.44 Because of the proximity of the substrate

binding site of ALDOA and the AMG510 modification site at cysteine 339 (Figure 6B), we hypothesized

that AMG510 modification might affect the enzyme activity of ALDOA. The ALDOA enzyme activity assay

showed that the activity was indeed inhibited by the AMG510 treatment (Figure 6C).

Because exportin RAE1 and a number of NUP subunits were significantly enriched in cytoplasmic nuclear

transport pathway, we investigated its potential pharmacological or toxicological effects. We performed

Figure 6. AMG510 modifies ALDOA and RAE1 and inhibits aldolase activity

(A) Multiple cysteines in eight crucial glycolytic enzymes are modified by AMG510.

(B) Structural view of AMG510 modified Cys339 in ALDOA (PDB: 4ALD). The protein backbone is shown as slate cartoon.

AMG510 is shown as cyan sticks and the fructose 1,6-bisphosphate is shown as deep salmon sticks. The distance between

the two cysteines is shown.

(C) Aldolase activity in H358 cells treated with 2mM AMG510 or vehicle control for 120 min. p values was calculated in

Student’s t-tests performed on aldolase activity. Data are represented as mean G SD.

(D) Molecular docking modeling of the possible effect of AMG510 on the RAE1$NUP98 (PDB: 3MMY) complex. Cys106

and NUP98 are colored in cyan and magenta, respectively.
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molecular docking of AMG510 to the covalent binding site of cysteine 106 on RAE1 by using AutoDock

for Flexible Receptors.45 The modeling generated a total of 4 modes of low energy states. The detailed

parameters and structural overviews of these possible models were depicted in the refining results (Sup-

plemental information, Figure S2). As shown in Figure 6D, the surface groove of RAE1 was occupied by

AMG510 at the Cys106 to form a covalent bond, which overlapped with the interaction groove within the

structure of nucleoporin NUP98. Thus, covalent modification of AMG510 may disrupt the interaction of

RAE1 and NUP98 and inactivate the functions of the RAE1/NUP98 complex.46

We also found AMG510 covalently modified the key KEAP1 cysteine residue 288, and this modification was

validated by using AMG510 to modify synthetic KEAP1 peptide (CEILQSDSR) in vitro (Figure 7A). Cys288

serves as a primary sensor for some electrophiles (e.g., 15d-PGJ2, OA-NO2) with direct modification

and is required for KEAP1-dependent ubiquitination of NRF2.47 Our hypothesis is that AMG510 might acti-

vate NRF2 by covalent modification of KEAP1 cysteine residue 288.WB analysis showed that AMG510 treat-

ment induced the nuclear accumulation of NRF2 in a time-dependent manner but not for cytoplasmic

extract (Figure 7B). The increasing nuclear NRF2 (western blot) and AMG510 modified KEAP1 peptide

(peptide-IP) exhibited similar patterns (Figure 7C). Taken together, the data suggest that the newly trans-

lated NRF2 under AMG510 treatment circumvent KEAP1 binding and translocate to the nucleus, whereas

the ‘‘old’’ NRF2 was still trapped in the cytosol.

Figure 7. AMG510 modifies Cys288 of KEAP1 and induces the nuclear accumulation of NRF2 in vivo

(A) MS/MS spectrum of the AMG510-modified EILQSDSR from trypsin digested H358 cells after treatment with AMG510.

(B) Western blotting showed the effect of AMG510 on the nuclear and cytoplasmic fraction of NRF2 protein of H358 cells.

(C) Quantitative comparison of peptide-IP and western blot analysis on the activation of the covalent modification of

KEAP1Cys288 and nuclear accumulation of NRF2.

(D) Western blotting showed the effect of AMG510 on the nuclear of NRF2 protein of two NSCLC cell lines, including

HCC827 (KRAS WT) and A549 (KRAS G12S).
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DISCUSSION

Wedeveloped two approaches to identify the on- and off-targets of the KRAS inhibitor AMG510. The direct

profiling approach allowed positive identification of moderate to high abundance off-targets with a few

hours of MS measurement time; affinity profiling with a pan anti-AMG510 antibody enabled the identifica-

tion of low to high abundance off-targets in 1 h of MS time. The deep coverage of the AMG510 modified

proteome made it feasible to evaluate the biological and clinical impact of the AMG510 modification.

Pan-modification specific antibodies have been widely used in proteomics for efficient global analysis of

specific modifications, as demonstrated in large-scale studies of protein lysine acetylation,48 arginine

methylation,49 tyrosine phosphorylation,50,51 lysine succinylation,52 and lysine 2-hydroxyisobutyrylation.53

We now extended this method to analyze covalent chemical modifications. Using a relatively mature tech-

nique – peptide IP followed by a 75-min MS measurement, we identified more than 300 reliable AMG510

modification sites. This dataset represented the largest AMG510modified targets described to date, which

provides a rich resource for the community to explore the anti-tumor properties of AMG510. AMG510 was

considered a ‘‘clean’’ drug, as only a few off-targets were reported. Our analysis revealed at least several

hundred off-targets with varying abundance, mainly on proteins involved in nucleocytoplasmic transport,

response to oxidative stress, adaptive immune system, and glycolysis processes.

Do these off-targets have functional relevance? Because no significant cell viability change was observed in

cells without KRAS/G12Cmutation, it suggests that AMG510modifications on these off-targets are unlikely

to exert strong toxicity under cell culture conditions in the absence of KRAS/G12C mutation. It remains un-

known what the impact of these off-targets may have in vivo. Our data showed that the most significantly

enriched pathways of the off-targets are nucleocytoplasmic transport, immune response, and glycolysis. It

is intriguing that nucleocytoplasmic transport is a cancer vulnerability pathway, as a drug targeting XPO1

(selinexor) has been recently granted accelerated approval for adult patients with relapsed or refractory

diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.54 Modification of RAE1 that may disrupt its interaction with NUP98 could

impact on the nucleocytoplasmic transport function of the RAE1/NUP98 complex. AMG510 also modified

ADAR, a protein that was demonstrated to be important in cancer immunotherapy. Recently, BALB/c mice

treated with AMG510 in combination with the anti-PD1 antibody 29F.1A12 exhibited improved survival

benefits.6 It would be interesting to investigate if AMG510 modifications on ADAR and other immune

response proteins have synergistic effect on immunotherapy. Ank2 was modified by AMG510 at Cys3737

in the mouse heart tissue. ANK2 is involved in anchoring the Na/K-ATPase, Na/Ca exchanger, and InsP3

receptor to specialized microdomains in the cardiomyocyte transverse tubules.55,56 Its loss of function mu-

tations could give rise to a spectrum of clinical phenotypes including long QT syndrome, atrial fibrillation,

ventricular arrhythmia and so on.57–59 Recently, KRYSTAL-1 clinical trial showed that KRAS inhibitor

MRTX849 induced several TRAE (treatment-related adverse events), including QT prolongation with 14%

incidence in any grade TRAEs.42 The off-targets identified in the heart tissue may provide clues for future

investigation and evaluation.

KEAP1mutation (loss of function) was one of the most frequent co-mutations (15.8%) in non–small-cell lung

cancer (NSCLC) patients bearing with KRASG12Cmutant. The co-occurring alterations of KEAP1 and KRAS

were also associated with worse overall survival and PD-L1 treatment benefit compared with that of the

mono-mutation of NSCLC patients. Moreover, the phase 2 trial of sotorasib also showed the KRASG12C

NSCLC patients with mutated KEAP1 response higher than wild-type KEAP1.16 All these results suggested

that KEAP1 function loss might serve as a poor predictive marker for the NSCLC patients with KRAS G12C

mutation. In this study, we confirmed AMG510 covalently modified Cys 288 of KEAP1 and led to NRF2 accu-

mulation in the nuclear of different NSCLC cell lines with distinct types of KRASmutation (Figure 7D). So, we

strongly suspect this AMG510 induced KEAP1 function loss might independent of KRAS mutation type and

eventually exert bad clinical outcomes in KRASG12C NSCLC patients.

In summary, combining the anti-AMG510 antibody with peptide-IP strategy, we identified a total of 274

AMG510 modified cysteines. This dataset provides valuable resources for further exploring the functional

roles of AMG510 in nucleocytoplasmic transport, response to oxidative stress, adaptive immune system,

and glycolysis. Our in-depth studies on ALDOA Cys339 and KEAP1 Cys288 conclude that, by modifying

their functional cysteines, AMG510 inhibits their enzymatic activities, which collectively contribute to its po-

tential pharmacological or toxicological effects. We anticipate that the method described here should be

broadly applicable to study other covalent small molecule inhibitors and the information is of great value to
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drug discovery and development. The pan anti-AMG510 antibody generated in our study might serves as a

powerful tool for the drug development in future.

Limitations of the study

Because of technical limitations, our method may fail to detect certain AMG510 modified peptides that are

too long/short or unstable for LC-MS/MS detection, and the coverage should be improved by using alter-

native enzymes for digestion. Furthermore, because our study was only performed on preclinical cell line

and CDX mouse models, clinical patients treated with AMG510 are necessary to further explore the

AMG510 off-targets, providing comprehensive evaluation on the efficacy and safety of AMG510 therapy.
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Materials availability

This study generates a new pan anti-AMG510 antibody, the antibody is available for anyone from the lead

contact upon request.

Data and code availability

d The MS raw data generated in this study have been submitted to ProteomeXchange database via the

iProX partner repository under accession number PXD029449.

d This paper does not report original code. Any additional information required to reanalyze the reported

data is available from the lead contact upon request.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Recombinant Anti-Nrf2 antibody Abcam Cat# ab62352; RRID: AB_944418

Recombinant Anti-Lamin B1 antibody Abcam Cat# ab133741; RRID: AB_2616597

Anti-beta Tubulin antibody Abcam Cat# ab6046; RRID: AB_2210370

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

AMG510 AbMole BioScience M9356

MRTX849 AbMole BioScience M9428

LVVVGACGVGK* Anhui Guoping Pharmaceutical

Co., LTD

N/A

GDP-loaded, truncated

(1-169) KRAS proteins

Reaction Biology N/A

Critical commercial assays

Aldolase Activity Assay Kit Abcam Cat# ab196994

Deposited data

Raw and analyzed data This paper PXD029449

Experimental models: Cell lines

NCI-H358 cells ATCC Cat# CRL-5807; RRID: CVCL_1559

MIA PaCa-2 cells ATCC Cat# CRL-1420; RRID: CVCL_0428

A549 cells ATCC Cat# CCL-185; RRID: CVCL_0023

HCC827 cells ATCC Cat# CRL-2868; RRID:CVCL_2063

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: BALB/c Nude Mouse Gempharmatech Co., LTD D000521

Software and algorithms

R R CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/

AutoDockFR Sanner laboratory at Scripps Research https://ccsb.scripps.edu/adfr/
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals

Male BALB/c Nude Mouse (6-8 week) were purchased from the GemPharmatech. Co., LTD company and

housed in a specific pathogen-free (SPF) environment with free access to food and water. All animal pro-

cedures and studies were conducted in accordance with the Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee

at National Center for Protein Sciences (The PHOENIX Center, Beijing).

METHOD DETAILS

Cell lines and reagents

NCI-H358, MIA PaCa-2, A549 and HCC827 human cancer cell lines were purchased from AmericanType

Culture Collection (ATCC) and maintained at 37�C in a humidified atmosphere at 5% CO2 and grown in

RPMI-1640 growth media (H358 and HCC827) or DMEM (MIA PaCa-2 and A549) supplemented with 10%

fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 50 units/mL penicillin, and 50 mg/mL streptomycin (Gibco). AMG510 (M9356)

and MRTX849 (M9428) were purchased from AbMole BioScience.

KRAS biochemical modification assay

Heavy isotopic KRASG12C peptides covering residues 6�16 (LVVVGACGVGK*) was used to react with

2 mM AMG510 or MRTX849 in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. GDP-loaded, truncated (1-169) KRAS pro-

teins (G12C or wildtype) at 2 mM final concentration were incubated with 2 mMAMG510 in a buffer contain-

ing 20 mmol/L HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L MgCl2, and 1 mmol/L DTT for 60minat 20�C.
Reactions were quenched by adding formic acid to 0.2%. The resulting proteins were digested overnight

at 37�C with trypsin in a 1:20 enzyme-to-protein ratio. Peptides were stored at -80�C until for MS analysis.

Direct profiling of AMG510 modified proteins in H358 cell line

NCI-H358 Cells (1 3 106) adhered overnight were treated with 2 mM AMG510 for 2 hours (Figure 2A) and

0.3 mM for the indicated incubation time (Figure 2B). After treatment, cells were washed twice with ice-

cold PBS and then lysed in buffer containing 1% (w/v) sodium deoxycholate (DOC), 100 mM Tris (2-carbox-

yethyl) phosphine (TCEP), 400 mM 2-chloroacetamide (CAA) and 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH=8.8). The whole cell

extracts were separated into soluble and insoluble fractions to simplify the proteome. The direct profiling

included two peptide/protein separation methods. For small Reverse Phase (sRP) separation, the tryptic

peptides were eluted from a C18 column sequentially with acetonitrile of different percentage as of aceto-

nitrile (6%, 9%, 12%, 15%, 18%, 21%, 25%, 30% and 35%) and combined into three fractions. For gel sepa-

ration, the supernatant and pellet fractions were fractionated by SDS gel electrophoresis, cut into 3 bands,

followed by in-gel trypsin digestion. Peptides were stored at -80�C until redissolved for MS analysis. The

KRAS/G12C occupancy fraction was calculated by dividing the decreased free peptides by the initial total

free peptides.

Dot-blot of pan anti-AMG510 antibody

The pan anti-AMG510 antibody was co-developed with AbMax Biotechnology Co., LTD by immunizing the

rabbit with AMG510 adducted KRAS/G12C peptide (LVVVGACGVGK) and isolated from the resulting

serum with the highest ELISA titer. For dot blot assays, 100 ng of peptides (unmodified, MRTX849, and

AMG510 modified peptide) or 10X serial diluted peptides were blotted onto the nitrocellulose membrane

(Bio-Rad) and dried. Themembrane was then blocked with freshly prepared PBS containing 5% non-fat milk

for 1hat room temperature with constant agitation. The membrane was incubated with the pan anti-

AMG510 antibody diluted in 1% freshly prepared PBS-milk solution for 1hat room temperature. After incu-

bating the membrane with the secondary antibody (anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated IgG, Cell Signaling tech-

nology), chemiluminescent detection was performed using SuperSignal West Pico substrate (Thermo

Scientific).

Affinity profiling of AMG510 modified peptides in H358 cell line

NCI-H358 cells (5 3 106) were treated with 2 mM AMG510 at the indicated concentration and incubation

time (Figures 3 and 4). The temporal profiling in Figure 4 were performed in triplicates. The collected cells

were lysed with DOC buffer, tryptic peptides were incubated with antibody-conjugated agarose beads at

4 �C for overnight. The peptides were then eluted with the extraction buffer (0.1MGlycine, pH 2.5), followed

by desalting on a C18 column and dried in vacuum.
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LC-MS/MS analysis using Q exactive HF

Dried peptide samples were re-dissolved in solvent A (0.1% formic acid in water). Liquid chromatography-

tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis was performed with Q-Exactive HF mass spectrometer

(Thermo) equipped with an online Easy-nLC 1200 nano-HPLC system (Thermo). The injected peptides

were separated on a reversed phase nano-HPLC C18 column (Pre-column: 3mm, 120 Å, 2 cm 3 100 mm

ID; analytical column: 1.9 mm, 120 Å, 15 cm 3 150 mm ID) at a flow rate of 600 nL/min with different elution

gradients: 8-40% solvent B (0.1% formic acid in 80% acetonitrile) in 30 min for synthetic peptide, 8-40% B in

30 min for recombinant KRAS protein, and 5-35% B in 75 min for direct and affinity profiling.

For MS analysis, the instrument was operated in the data-dependent acquisition mode. The full scan was

processed in the Orbitrap from m/z 300–1400, at the resolution of 60 K, the AGC target was 3e6 and

maximum injection time was 80 ms. The top 30 most intense ions in each scan cycle were selected for

HCD fragmentation with normalized collision energy of 30%. For MS/MS scan, the fragment ions were de-

tected in the Orbitrap with a resolution of 15 K, the AGC target was 5e4 and maximum injection time was

20 ms, dynamic exclusion was 15 s.

Western blot analysis

H358 cells were treated with or without 2 mM AMG510 for indicated time periods and harvested. Proteins

were extracted from the cells, separated in 10% SDS polyacrylamide gel, and then transferred to PVDF

membranes. The membranes were blocked in TBST buffer (0.125 M NaCl, 25 mMTris pH 8.0) containing

5% defatted milk for 1 h and then incubated with specific first antibody overnight at 4 �C. Protein bands

were detected using the SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (Thermo Scientific, USA) after

hybridization with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated second antibody. NRF2, Lamin B1, and b-tubulin an-

tibodies (#ab62352, #ab133741, #ab6046 separately) were the first antibodies for NRF2 detection.

Preparation of cytosolic and nuclear extracts

Cells were pelleted by centrifugation after washing with cold PBS and suspended in ice-cold hypotonic

buffer. Following incubation in an ice bath for 15 min, cells were centrifuged again, and the supernatant

was collected as a cytosolic fraction. The remaining cell pellets were resuspended in ice-cold buffer C con-

taining 20mMHEPES (pH 7.9), 20% glycerol, 420 mMNaCl, 1.5 mMMgCl2, 0.2 mMEDTA, 0.5 mMDTT, and

0.2 mM PMSF and were incubated at 0 �C for 2 h. After vortex mixing, the resulting suspension was centri-

fuged (12,000 rpm, 15 min), and the supernatant was collected as a nuclear extract and stored at -80�C.

ALDOA enzymatic activity assay

The aldolase activity was measured using the Aldolase Activity Assay Kit (Colorimetric) (ab196994, Abcam).

In brief, cells were treated with 2 mM AMG510 and vehicle control for 120 min. After treatment, the cells

were incubated with reaction mix and the aldolase activity was determined by measuring the colorimetric

product by a Benchmark microplate reader (Molecular Devices Corporation, USA).

Cell derived xenografts in nude mice

BALB/c nude mice (4–6 weeks old) obtained from Gempharmatech Co., LTD (Beijing China) were housed

under a standard SPF (specific pathogen-free) laboratory environment. For xenograft production, MIA

PaCa-2 human pancreatic cancer cells (2 3 106 cells in 200 ml PBS) were subcutaneously injected into the

right flanks of each mouse to establish tumor. After 3 weeks, mice were then received oral doses of either

vehicle control (5% DMSO +10% Solutol HS 15 + 85% (6%HP-b-CD in water)) or AMG510 (10 mg/kg/day).

Treatment continued for a total of 3 days. The tumor size was measured using digital caliper and tumor vol-

ume was calculated with the following formula: volume = 0.5 3 width2 3 length. After mice were eutha-

nized by isoflurane anesthesia, the tumors and heart tissues were excised and collected for peptide-IP

analyses.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Database search and data processing

The acquired raw data were searched by Thermo Proteome Discoverer 2.0 equipped with Mascot 2.3 (Ma-

trix Science Inc) against the human National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) RefSeq protein

databases (updated on 10-11-2019, added KRASG12C mutation, 32020 protein entries, https://www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/refseq/). The parameter settings were: two missed cleavages were allowed (trypsin); the mass
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tolerances were 20 ppm for precursor and 50 mmu for product ions; dynamic modifications were set as

oxidation (M), carbamidomethyl (C), acetyl (protein N-term), AMG510 (C) (Monoisotopic: 560.2347). As-

signed peptides were filtered with 1% false discovery rate (FDR) using Percolator validation based on

q-value. The filters for modified peptides were Ion scoreR10 and PEP%0.01. Further manual verification

was performed to exclude false identification including two steps, step 1 consists of checking isotope

peaks of parent ions to ensure validity of charge and m/z of monoisotopic peaks; step 2 is a rigorous pro-

cedure which compared practical MS/MS spectra with theoretical spectra to evaluate credibility of every

filtered PSMs.

Statistical analysis

R (version 3.6.1) statistical programming language was used for statistical analyses (Student’s t-tests for

Figure 6) and visualization. Pearson correlation coefficient was used to measure the degree of correlation

between independent biological replicates (Figure 3). Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering analysis was per-

formed to partition off-targets proteome into k groups based on their temporal response kinetics (Figure 4).

The FCM function from basic R stats package was executed with optimization of k and other parameters by

default. The corresponding original expression profile was required to transform into Z-score as input

before plotting, the expression pattern generated by the average of intensity in each cluster depicted

its typical characteristic. Non-redundant pathway enrichment analysis for these off-targets (Figures 4

and 5) were enriched using Metascape (q-value <0.05).
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